
Divorce 2482 

chapter 2482–The Woman Who Lost Her Light 

Ning Yue didn’t pay attention, tilted, and sat on his lap all of a sudden. 

She was shocked, and just about to stand up, she was held by a pair of big hands from behind, and a 

tingling feeling spread throughout her body from behind, as if electricity passed through. 

Her face instantly turned 

completely red, 

“Fu Yechuan, you let go for me!” 

If he hadn’t said that, maybe she wouldn’t be able to resist it. 

But he was still injured, and she did it. 

If you do it again, if the wound cannot be more serious, I am afraid that it will not be closed. 

Fu Yechuan approached the back of her neck, and the warm and cold taste instantly enveloped her, but 

without the slightest coercion or persecution. 

On the contrary, with a bit of ease and fatigue, listening to his voice was deep 

“I didn’t say this to frame him, he must have said bad things about me, right?” 

Ning Yue chuckled wordlessly, endured the numbness behind her ears, and let herself be out 

of this alluring male color 

“Then you are the heart of a villain and the belly of a gentleman, people did not say that you are not 

good for half a word, but praised you for being young and promising.” 

Fu Yechuan, you also don’t learn the mind and morality of others, and those who say bad things about 

others behind your back are long-tongued women, and you! 

Fu Yechuan’s face darkened a little. 

This annoying and treacherous Zhou Songyi, he seems to see someone’s shadow in him, and it is also so 

cunning and annoying. 

Don’t play cards according to normal routines! 

So that he didn’t even have morality. 

Fu Yechuan endured the terrifying momentum, his face was light, and he took a deep breath 

, 

“You can see him at everything, because you didn’t see his true face!” 

“What true face is better than you.” 

Ning Yue muttered softly. 

Fu Yechuan wrinkled his eyebrows, pinched the side of her face, and his eyebrows were gloomy and cold 

“What did you say?” 



Ning Yue couldn’t help but wave his hand away, stood up unbearably, and finally got out of his control. 

She suppressed the violently beating heart in her chest, stood there casually and said 

, 

“You obviously heard it, I don’t want to repeat it.” You want to find an obedient and easy woman, go to 

someone else, don’t beat my idea, why don’t I put small fresh meat, go to you as a woman who can’t 

see the light? 

Fu Yechuan pursed his lips, glanced sideways at the window, and his expression became 

cold “What can’t see the light?” 

When did he say that he couldn’t see the light? 

But Ning Yue’s mind was spinning extremely fast. 

“You just need a vase to be by your side, occupying your place, but not Mrs. Fu’s place.” 

Could it be that you want to marry me? Divide half of my property? Let me be Mrs. Fu? Ning 

Yue smashed down a few questions in a row, Fu Yechuan’s face was heavy, and his eyes faded. 

He subconsciously held his breath, his chest was like a boulder, and his breathing was heavy. 

She is talking about the most realistic and direct questions. 

No woman is willing to live her whole life without seeing the light, selflessly giving without money. 

Don’t figure money, that figure people? 

Ning Yue doesn’t want Fu Yechuan, she wants money. 

But did Fu Ye Chuanshe score half of her property? 

The result is naturally impossible. 

Ning Yue thought that he still knew Fu Yechuan, a dog man, very well. 

He didn’t want to give those so-called celebrities a chance, because he was afraid that they would seek 

money. 

And Ning Yue is also the one who wants money. 

This is stuck in a strange circle. 

Which is more advantageous to marry Ning Yue or marry a famous lady? 

The result, naturally, speaks for itself. 

Those celebrities have a rich family background, and the strong combination of the door-to-door is 

needless to say to help their careers. 

What does Ning Yue have? 

A broken bar? 



A bleak marriage? 

The vampire relatives behind the Ning family waiting to pounce at any time? 

Fu Yechuan was silent and did not make a sound. 

He hadn’t thought that far and married Ning Yue? 

He just wanted to take her into his domain. 

She can stay by her side, live in any property of the Fu family, and enjoy all the treatment of being his 

woman. 

But marriage… 

He hesitated. 

Isn’t it too fast? 

Ning Yue was relieved, and she also calmed down, the heat on her face faded, and she felt funny. 

This Fu Yechuan is afraid that he is crazy, so he will run to say such a thing! 

Fortunately, she is still sane and will not agree to it in a moment. 

Self-knowledge is her greatest strength. 

She leaned lazily against the wall, looking at Fu Yechuan, for fear that he would not be able to come 

down without steps, and quickly said 

, 

“I think you drank too much, I didn’t hear anything today, hurry up and take your son back, even if you 

are angry in the future, you can’t throw a child on the street, this is the most basic reason for 

adulthood.” 

She glanced at Fu Yechuan casually, and then cleaned up the medical box that she had just messed up. 

But when he picked up the alcohol swab just now, his face suddenly changed slightly. 

His eyes looked at Fu Yechuan with complicated eyes. 

Wanting to say something, Fu Yechuan had already stood up and took her hand and took a step closer. 

She unconsciously bumped into him and wrinkled her eyebrows. 

Fu Yechuan’s expression was solemn, with a bit of businesslike calm and reason 

, 

“It’s not impossible to marry you, but 

 


